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Abstract. Large amounts of digital cultural heritage (CH) information
have become available over the past years, requiring more powerful exploration systems than just a search box. The PATHS system aims to
provide an environment in which users can successfully explore a large,
unknown collection through two modalities: following existing paths to
learn about what is available and then freely exploring.
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Introduction

Large amounts of digital cultural heritage (CH) information have become available over the past years, especially with the rise of aggregators such as Europeana8 , the European aggregator for museums, archives, libraries, and galleries.
These large collections present a challenge to the new user, primarily in discovering what items are present in the collection. In current systems support for item
discovery is mainly through the standard search paradigm [10], which is well
suited for CH professionals who are highly familiar with the collections, subject
areas, and have specific search goals. However, for new users who do not have a
good understanding of what is in the collections, what search keywords to use,
and have vague search goals, this method of access is unsatisfactory.
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Alternative item discovery methodologies are required to introduce new users
to digital CH collections [5, 9]. Walden’s Paths [8] pioneered the idea of providing
users with manually curated paths through the collection. Similarly [7] describe
an automatic route-suggestion system for web-pages with the same aim of guiding novice users. To avoid relying on user input to create the initial paths a
variety of visualisation techniques [3] have been devised to provide the user with
an overview over the collection [6]. Such visualisations provide improved access
[11] as long as they ensure that similar items are grouped together [4]. Another
benefit is that they promote serendipitous discovery of items [1].
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The PATHS System

The PATHS system presented in this demonstration aims to provide a collection
discovery environment that combines the best aspects of these approaches into
an integrated, seamless system. The system has two main modes: first, it allows
the user to follow existing paths through the collection, a more focused variant
of Walden’s Paths [8]; second, it allows the user to easily branch off a path
and explore the collection on their own. The idea is to assist the novice user
in transitioning from consuming existing paths, to exploring on their own, and
finally creating paths for others to consume.

Fig. 1. The path-following interface consists of the item itself with its narrative (1),
path navigation (2), social features (3), and exploration starting points (4).

Figure 1 shows the user following an existing path. Such a path consists of
a linear sequence of items taken from the collection, where each item consists of
its original meta-data plus a title and description (1) which the path author uses
to create a narrative that the user can navigate along (2). In order to entice the
user away from the path and transition them into the exploration phase, similar
items and links to the item’s topics and keywords are provided (4).
To support the exploration phase the system provides a number of different exploration modalities (Fig. 2), enabling the user to choose the exploration

methodology that best suits their personal style and their current task or goal.
Currently the system supports exploration via standard vocabularies (1), visual representations of hierarchical topic structures (2), and keyword clouds (3).
Additionally, as in the path following interface, the provision of similar items
provides a horizontal exploration network.
As the user explores the collection they can save the items, vocabulary entries,
topics, or keywords to their workspace. The user can then form these into a
path to share with their friends, colleagues, or everybody. Sharing and social
interaction have become core ideas in the interaction with cultural heritage [2]
and the PATHS system follows this trend by allowing the users to share, tag,
and comment on anything they find while exploring the collection (Fig. 1 (3)).

Fig. 2. Exploration interface with the three primary exploration methodologies: standard vocabularies (1), visual topics (2), keyword clouds (3).

The PATHS system is built using a three-tier architecture consisting of a set
of four component web-services that access a shared data storage and are tied together by the front-end user-interfaces (Fig. 3). The components provide acces to
user-profiles, individual items, exploration visualisation, and path following and
creating functionality that can be shared across a number of user-interfaces. The
demo will focus on the web-based user-interface, but mobile apps and javascript
components to enable integration into other sites are also under development.

Fig. 3. The three-tier architecture used by the PATHS system
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Demo Description

The PATHS demo will provide a guided tour to the PATHS system and demonstrate how a user can explore the collection, collect items and then form these
into a path for others to follow. Participants can then explore the prototype system on their own, which will be provided at http://www.paths-project.eu. The
demo will provide access to a sub-set of the data available in Europeana, covering
approximately 1.7 million items from the English and Spanish collections.
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